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As Maxine Hairston has noted, over the past two decades there has been a major shift in composition pedagogy towards viewing writing as a series of cognitive processes. As part of this paradigmshift, many theorists have followed
James McCrimmon'slead in viewing the writing process as a way of knowing
ratherthan a way of telling. The essential task of the classroom is not the teaching of a functionalactivity motivatedby external constraints,but the teaching a
method of internaldiscovery, of, as C. H. Knoblauchand Lil Brannonstate it,
aiding students "in pursuitof a significancethat matters" (12). For some teachers, such as McCrimmon,functional writing and writing as discovery are both
valid activities, but it is the latter, they believe, that should constitute the goal of
instructionin a writingcourse. For others, such as Donald Murray,the internal
discovery procedureis the basis of all writingand applicableto all discourse situations. Implicit in both positions, however, is the assumptionthat the search
for personal significanceboth precedes and is more importantthan any socially
definedpurposes and constraintsencounteredby a student.
Recently, MarilynM. Cooperhas arguedpersuasivelythat while the cognitive
model of writing was a healthy corrective to earlierpedagogy, its failure to see
writing as an essentially social activity limits both its perspective and its
usefulness. Indeed, the notion of the solitary authorwhose main goal is the discovery and communicationof personal meaningignores the institutionalcontext
of classroom writingand the consequent attitudesstudents bringto it. Writingin
the classroom is inherently a functional activity. Students often take a writing
course not because they want to, but because it is requiredby their college or
university. They write papers not to fulfill some intrinsic goal, but because the
essays are assigned by the instructor.Even when we try to give an assignment
that constitutes a "real" act of personal exploration, the institutionalcontext
predominatesover any real sense of authenticpurpose and actual audience. For
the most part, students perceive that their purpose in writingis either simply to
fulfillthe course requirement,or, let us hope, to learn "how to write." Indeed, a
recent study by J. D. Williamsand Scott D. Alden reports that over 57 percent
of the 300 freshmanwriting students observed were primarilymotivated by extrinsic factors, mainlygrades, ratherthan by intrinsicfactors, such as the excitement of intellectualor personaldiscovery.
Les Perelmanis an assistantprofessorof Englishat TulaneUniversity,where he has been Directorof
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In addition, our students do not come to us free of preconceived notions of
what is supposed to happen in the classroom. More often than not, the twelve
years of previous education have made them perceive the composition class
largely in terms of externalgoals and restraints.Althoughwe may sometimes be
able to subvert our students' preconceptionsand cause them to view writingprimarily as a mode of self-expression, it is doubtful that we can overcome such
deep-seated conditioningin the space of one or two semesters.
Before we condemn such attitudes on the part of our students, it is useful to
recognize that almost all writing occurs in some sort of externally determined
and possibly artificialcontext. Consequently, we need to examine exactly how
the context of classroom writingis both similarto and differentfrom other common discourse situations. Furthermore, by becoming more conscious of the
ways in which the composition course informs both the production and reception of writing, we may be able to be more effective in teaching our students the
underlyingrules specifically governing the "English essay." Such an examination will also allow us to aid our students in developing the ability to discover
the basic strategiesby which they can comprehendand, consequently, fulfill the
requirementsof other forms of discourse.
A good place to begin such an inquiryis by examiningexactly how we, as instructors, respond to studentwriting,how we function as an audience of student
discourse. An essay written by a student describingthe overhaul of a ten-speed
bicycle, for example, might very well be quite informativefor a teacher. The instructor, for example, may have just purchased a ten-speed without knowing
how to maintainit. But do we give the essay a high grade simply because the apparent speech act of the essay-informing-does, in fact, inform?What if the instructorhated bicycles or alreadyknew how to performan overhaul?Obviously,
we evaluate or at least try to evaluate the essay not on the effect it has on the
instructor as an autonomous individual, but on how well it fulfills some purported discourse goal.
Again, these goals are definedalmost solely within the institutionalcontext of
the classroom. We read studentpapers not to be informedor entertained,but to
assess how well students can performcertain kinds of discourse acts, such as
describing,reporting,or arguing.The reaction of the audience to a student's paper, then, is governed by the audience's role as a teacher and the existence of
certain explicit and implicit rules within pedagogical institutions. Certainly,
teachers have a great deal of discretion in determiningwhat constitutes proper
completion of an assignment, but their discretion is almost always bounded by
institutionalrestraints. Some instructorsmay claim that they evaluate papers on
the basis of their own personal interest. However, images of complaining students and parents, as well as administrators, make me doubt that they are always able to hold to such a criterion.
Speech act theorists have long recognized what appearedto them to be the
somewhat anomalous nature of pedagogical discourse. Searle, for example,
notes that
there are two types of questions, a) real questions, b) exam questions. In
real questions S[peaker] wants to know (find out) the answer; in exam
questions S[peaker]wants to know if H[earer]knows. (66)
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Despite his awareness of the pedagogicalcontext, Searle does not further discuss the distinctionbetween the response to the two types of questions. In a real
question, the hearer responds by providinginformationthat he or she believes
will be useful to the questioner. With exam questions, hearers respond with the
intentionto provide informationthat will be useful to themselves.
What most traditionalspeech act theorists fail to recognize, however, is that
their normal formulation of discourse as a truly cooperative activity between
two distinct, authentic, immutableselves, does not correspondto the reality of
the exam question or of academic discourse in general. As mentioned before,
both the examinerasking the question and the studentwho respondsto it are occupying fairly well definedroles as "teacher" and "student." Althoughteachers
have a great deal of personal latitudeabout what questions they might ask, they
are still limited by the institutionalrole they occupy. On a Ph.D. comprehensive
examination in English, for example, an examiner cannot really ask a student
such questions as "Whatis your favorite color?" or "Who played third-basefor
the 1928 Yankees?" The individual, personal self of the instructor may really
want to know the answer to such questions. But this particularself is not validated by the institutionalcontext. In this type of discourse situation, only certain manifestationsof the self, those that conform to the roles of teacher, examiner, and academic, will be deemed appropriate.
If, then, classroom discourse is by its very nature an anomaly, how can we
teach students to write in "normal" discourse situations?Is there really an irreparablegulf between writingin the classroomand all other forms of discourse?
The answer to this apparentproblemlies in the reality that classroom discourse
occurs in contexts quite similarto many other speech situationsoften ignoredby
discourse theorists.
First, the concept of normativediscourse itself is one that is highly suspect.
Mary Louise Pratt has attacked the tendency of some discourse theorists to
stress speech situations that involve individualbeliefs, desires, intentions, and
responsibilities, while ignoringmost situations in which people speak within an
institutionalor ritual role that exists apartfrom the person who occupies it. As
she contends, "speaking 'for oneself,' 'from the heart' names only one position
among the many from which a person might speak in the course of her everyday
life" (9). Commentingon the limitationsof Grice's Cooperative Principle, she
observes that in hierarchicalspeech situations, such as a police officer to a suspect or an employer to an employee, the maxims regulating discourse are not
governed by any sort of cooperative endeavor, but often are simply defined as
the viewpoint of the party in power (13).
Even more important, Pratt criticizes the assumption that all speech situations are characterizedby shared objectives among the participants.Just as the
objectives of the student and teacher are often quite differentin a composition
class, so often are the objectives of a customer and salesperson. Consider a
pitchman on television selling a new "wonder" tool for the kitchen. Do we really think of his advice as being only given in the belief that the audience will benefit from the product?Clearly, his goals in this speech situationare quite distinct
from those of his audience. Or consider a lawyer defending a mass murderer.
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Whetheror not she sincerelybelieves her client to be innocentis irrelevant.Like a
salespersonor a studentwritinga paperfor English 101, partof the lawyer'sjob is
to convince her audienceof her sincerityin assertingthe propositionsdictatedby
the institutionalrole she occupies. The lawyer, the student, and the salesperson
all have to follow rules of relevance, manner,and quality that are primarilydictated by the institutionalcontext in which the discoursetakes place.
Thus, rather than being anomalous to "real" writing situations, classroom
writing can be considered as a subset of a general type of communicationthat
can be defined as institution-based discourse, and such discourse that is inscribed, that is written, as institution-basedprose. In institution-baseddiscourse
both speaker and hearer exist largely as projections of institutionalroles rather
than as idiosyncraticindividuals.True, an individualcan personalize an institutional role, or institutionalroles may be performedin quite different ways, but
the extent to which a role can be personalizedor the number of ways the role
can be acted out are always limited by institutionalrules and goals. Teachers or
judges, for example, might be able to interject more of their own personalities
into their institutionalroles than drill sergeants, but all of them are still required
to act and speak very differentlyfrom the way they would in other, much more
loosely defined roles, such as parent, friend, or spouse. In one very real sense,
these latter roles are also institutional,since they can be considered to be defined by socially preconceived notions of each role and by the socially constituted institutions of the family, friendship, and marriage.Nonetheless, institutionality in discourse exists on a continuum. These latter cases can be
considered to be muchless institutionalin that the exact definitionof the institution lies more with one or more of the participantsthan it does in the former examples, where there are more sharplydefinedexternal constraints.
In institutionaldiscourse the notion of sincerity in discourse exists primarily
as a requirementthat the individualbelieve that he or she is acting out the role
correctly, not that he or she necessarilybelieves what is being said. Thus a judge
may free a criminalon a technicalitywithout personallybelieving that the criminal should go free. Similarly,a student doesn't need to believe what he or she
writes, but only needs to give the appearanceof believingit. Whenwe criticize a
paper for insincerity,what we are actuallydoing is criticizingits inabilityto convince the reader of its sincerity in much the same way the owner of a clothing
store might criticize a salesperson for being unconvincingin telling customers
that the suits are beautifullymade and of the finest quality.
When people write today, when they inscribetheir speech, they do so largely
in performanceof a specific institutionalrole. As Walter Ong and others have
noted, writing itself is a technology that has had profoundeffects on the form,
content, and context of languageuse. New technologies, such as the telephone,
have further redefined how writing is used. Although I know of no empirical
studies on the subject, I doubt that few people would disagreethat the advent of
inexpensive long-distancetelephone service has greatly reduced the amount of
personal writing. However, one importantfeature of writing as a technology, its
permanence, makes it ideally suited as a mode of communication in contexts
where institutionalroles need to be documented.
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These views may appearto be overly cynical and reductive, but they are neither. The basic insight affordedby speech act theory, from Austin to Grice, is
simply that discourse is a form of action. Speech is, as Grice states, "a special
case or variety of purposive, indeed rational,behavior" (47). For the most part,
we choose writing as opposed to silent reflectionbecause of an expectation that
our discourse will produce some tangibleor intangibleeffect in the world.
In addition, of course, the lawyer, the student and the salesperson mentioned
above can be considered, at some level, to be insincere. Any notion of insincerity in these cases, however, is predicatedon a personallevel of belief outside
of the institutionalcontext. Certainly, such levels are importantand should be
considered. Yet it is also clear that in institutionalwriting, the institutionalcontext demands that a speaker or a writer fulfill the appropriaterole. The penalty
for adheringto some sort of personal self at the expense of the institutionalself
is often severe. Indeed, the inherentconflict between institutionaland personal
roles has been a reoccurringtheme of Western literaturefrom at least Antigone
onwards. While we should not urge our students to ignore their own personal
ethics, we also need to have them consider the ethics dictated by the specific
roles they occupy as writers.
Furthermore,the notion that there is a true, unified, central "self" that is the
ultimatesource of all discourse is itself highly suspect. Foucaultand other continental critics have demonstratedthat the concept of the unified subject, who is
the center of all truth, is a construct that emerged at a specific point in history,
validated by specific social conventions. Indeed, the notion of the "inner-self'
as subject is not normative, but only one of many roles informedand validated
by social institutions. Even psychoanalysis, an institution and practice that
claims as its goal the uncoveringof the deepest levels of the self, validates some
types of discourse at the expense of others. MertonM. Gill has recently demonstrated that psychoanalytic patients are proddedby the analyst to discuss their
feelings towards persons and things, especially their feelings towards the analyst, but in subtle and not so subtle ways, more rationaland abstractdiscourse is
discouragedas a manifestationof psychologicaldefense mechanisms.
Similarly, the concept promulgatedby some composition theorists, such as
Donald Murray,that a student should select his or her own topics and that a student should be allowed "to explore his own world with his own language,to discover his own meaning" (91), reflects and is ultimatelyvalidatedby the academic context in which writing instruction occurs. For the most part, writing
teachers are academics, fiction writers, or poets. Unlike most other institutions,
the institutions in which these individualsact, and which validate their activity
as scholars, novelists, and poets, allow them a relativelylarge amount of choice
in both the subject and developmentof their own discourse. In the case of most
college faculty, there is a specific institutionalrule-academic freedom-which
partially restricts the institutionfrom dictating the exact subject of inquiry and
the conclusions reached. Indeed, academics possess a relatively privilegedposition in our society in their ability to select the subject of their professional discourse. Consequently, it is quite possible that underlyingthe belief that students
should be allowed to choose their own subjects and seek their own truth is the
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assumptionthat academicdiscourse is normativeand all other types of discourse
are debased aberrations.Yet in most of the writing situations our students will
encounter they will be allowed to pick neitherthe subject nor the apparenttruth
to be argued. Lawyers are requiredto argue the cases given to them. Similarly,
salespersons do not decide whether they should advise a customerto buy or not
to buy a product. A manager writing a memo may be able to select a specific
stance towarda subject, but the subjectitself is often predetermined.
Despite the relativefreedom of academic discourse, there are still some of the
same constraints on it which exist in all forms of written discourse. The act of
writing, as distinct from the act of thinking, is not successful until it communicates, until it becomes a partof a specific communalactivity. Academic discourse
not only has to be heardor readwithinthe frameworkof a specific academicdiscipline, it has to possess the ability to convince others within the specific conventions of that discipline. Whilequestionnairesmay be a perfectly valid form of evidence in sociology or compositionresearch, they are currentlynot considered so
in economics (McCloskey514). Consequently,if one wishes to participatein the
institutional"conversation"amongeconomists, one has either to forego employing almost all forms of self-reportas data, or spend a considerableamount of the
discourse in justifying such an approach.In either case, preexistinginstitutional
conventions of discourse significantlydetermineits nature.
Even the requirementof some teachersthat their students'writingshould be of
interestto them is predicatedon the preexistingroles of writerand readerof popular magazinearticles. Indeed, if this kind of journalismdid not exist, it would be
extremely difficultto eitherthese instructorsor their studentsto conceptualizethe
kind of discourse act they were participatingin. Similarly,underlyingthe choice
of essays includedin most Freshmananthologiesis the existence of the belletristic
essay as a specific institutionalform and such magazinesas TheAtlantic Monthly
in which this formoccurs. Whenour studentshave problemsin achievingwhat we
consider an "appropriate"voice and in consideringan "appropriate"audience, it
is often simply because they are unfamiliarwith the context and the institutional
conventions in which such discourseoccurs.
Teaching students to produce such discourse is indeed a valid activity. However, we as writing teachers need to realize that it is not the only form of discourse, that it is in no way normative.Such writingassumes only one of the possible roles our studentswill occupy as writers. Ratherthan teachingthem how to
write in only one institutionalrole for only one type of institutionalaudience, we
should help our students discover the basic strategies by which they can determine and fulfill the requirementsof various types of discourse. While some of
the specific requirementsof discourse in one institutionalsituation may not be
what W. Ross Winterowdcalls transferablewriting skills (1), the ability to decipher the rules governingany type of institutionalwritingis not only transferable to other writingcontexts, but is one of the most essential skills we can give
our students.
One effective way to teach this skill is found in the recent movement toward
"writing across the curriculum,"which once again focuses on the crucial relationship between writingand the context in which it occurs. Instead of inventing
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yet a new role for students as producersof what Robert Scholes terms "pseudonon-literature"(13), these courses utilize the existing roles students already occupy. Studentslearnhow to write withinspecificinstitutionalsituations,boundby
specific institutionalstricturesand requirements:the humanistanalyzinga play or
a novel, the social scientist reportinga case study, or the naturalscientist giving
an account of a laboratoryexperiment. By learningthe specialized procedures,
conventions, terminology,and rules of evidence in various disciplines, a student
learns the process of how to step into various communicativeroles. Such an approachto the teachingof compositionnot only helps studentswrite academicdiscourse-what Elaine Maimoncalls "the communicationof reasonedbelief' (2)but it also can start to teach them the skills by which they can decipherthe rules
and conventions of yet other discourseroles they may occupy.
The very term "institution-basedprose" would appearto imply an extension
of Linda Flower's distinction between writer-based prose and reader-based
prose. Flower posits two separate cognitive stages in writing. The first, writerbased prose, is egocentric internal communication with its structure deriving
from personal associative patterns. In reader-basedprose, on the other hand,
writers shape their discourse to create a shared context and language between
themselves and the reader. Flower discusses how one model of the composing
process can be viewed as a series of transformations from writer-based discourse to reader-based.Extrapolatingfrom Flower's model, we could possibly
view institution-baseddiscourse as the result of an additionalseries of transformations where reader-basedprose is modifiedto reflect the institutionalroles occupied by the writerand reader.
Flower's own example, however, does not supportthe conclusion that a writer's awareness of his or her institutionalrole occurs relatively late in the cognitive process of writing. Rather, institutionalityappears to precede the other
stages, informingboth the perceptionof reality and the conscious choices made
in both the writer-basedand reader-basedstages of discourse. Flower gives us
two drafts of a progressreportwrittenby studentsin an organizationalpsychology class as an example of the distinction between the two stages (22-25). Yet
even a cursory analysis reveals that in both versions the writers are clearly occupying an institutional role. The first version, the example of writer-based
prose, begins with an account of the meeting where the group decided to evaluate a brewing company and the several reasons given for the decision. The institutional position and goals of the students are reflected in the justifications
given for the selection of this particularcompany: 1) two membersof the group
know employees in the sales departmentand 2) the financialproblemsof the firm
indicatepotential organizationalweaknesses. Each reason is specificallyrelevant
to the function of the writers as students and researchers. Other possible reasons, some of which may have had a real effect on the actual choice, are excluded from both drafts. The brewery might have been selected because it was
convenient for the group to get to, because one or more the members of the
group particularlyliked one of the employees with whom there would be contact, or possibly because the production of alcoholic beverages would be of
more interest to college students than the makingof, say, plumbingsupplies.
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Similarly,althoughthe firstversion reflectsmore directlya chronologicallist of
various persons and objects encounteredby the writers, there is much that has
alreadybeen excluded. The writersdo not tell us how the variousindividualsthey
encounteredlooked, how they dressed, or what were their speech mannerisms.
They do not mentionthe qualityof the food in the companycafeteria.The writers
clearly sense that these facts are irrelevantto the role they are assuming as consulting analysts of organizationalstructure.In other less structured,less overtly
institutionaldiscourse contexts, such as one of the studentstelling a friend about
his or her experiences at the plant, the student's impressionthat the company's
food was not fit for humanconsumptionmightbe a relevantitem of conversation.
But in the context of the reportsuch an observationwould be appropriateonly if it
were explicitlyrelatedto the task of analyzingthe plant'sorganizationalstructure.
Consequently,what is often definedas "rhetoricalpurpose" is really only the fulfillmentby the writerof some specificinstitutionalrole.
Egocentric speech of the types posited by Piaget and Vygotsky may indeed
occur at an early stage of the discourse process. But the clear implicationof the
above analysis is that early on in producinga text, a writeralso determineswhat
sensory input is appropriateto the specific role and context in which the discourse occurs. Such a determination is probably both conscious and unconscious, reflectingpart of what Chomskyrefers to as pragmaticlinguistic competence, "the knowledge of conditions and manner of appropriate use, in
conformitywith various purposes" (224).
An essential goal of writing instruction,then, should be to help our students
to attain the pragmatic competence necessary for institutional discourse. Yet
this is not a call for increasingthe vocational component of writing instruction,
nor is it an attack on the concept of the liberal arts curriculum.The most effective way to teach students how to write in all the institutionalcontexts they will
encounter is to teach them the basic strategies for uncovering the rules that
govern discourse in any particularcontext. In addition to the three elements of
the Aristoteliantriad, speaker, subject, and audience, we need to make our students aware of the specific ways in which these elements themselves are determined and informedby institutionalcontexts. In so doing, ratherthan imprisoning students in specific institutionalroles, we are helpingthem attainthe tools by
which those roles can be both effectively performed and transcended. And a
good place to start is in the compositionclassroom. Ratherthan deny to our students that there is anythingpeculiar about the type of writing they produce in
our classroom or attemptto make it more "real," we need to make them aware
that there is no one normalor correct form of discourse, just as there is no one
correct way to dress. While teachingthem to be comfortablein the garmentswe
requirethem to wear for us, we need to instill in them both a sense that there are
other equally valid forms of clothingand a knowledgeof how to wear them.
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